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Abstract

This report describes a software package for optimal control of a nonlinear system with flow variant time delay.
The software was developed for control of a solar plant in Seville, Spain, and is tailored to this application. The
optimization is performed using an algorithm with gradientbased minimum search.

PREREQUISITES

This report only describes the software. The user is assumedto have a working knowledge of the algorithm upon
which it is based, as well as of MATLAB.

REVISIONS

Revision 1: [1] describes revision 1.0 of the accompanying SW. The software has been tested with
MATLAB 6.5, and MATLAB 7.0 running on PCs and UNIX workstations.
Revision 2: The revision adds the possibility of choosing different parameters for the system and the
model inside the controller, which enables evaluation of model error sensitivity. Further, an error in the
simulator has been corrected. The error resulted in an erroneous time scale of the data saved at the end
of the simulation loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

This report is intended as a user manual for a package of MATLAB scripts and functions developed for
feedforward optimal control/MPC of a system with input dependent time delays. The software was developed
for control of solar collectors with attatched heat storagetanks located in Seville, Spain. The objective is to keep
the outlet temperature from the collectors as constant as possible despite variation in solar radiation and inlet
temperature. The two latter signals are considered to be measurable disturbances, as neither can be manipulated in
the Sevillian solar plant. The input signal to the identifiedmodel is the flow through the solar collector. The idea is
that the variations in solar radiation that appears on a partly sunny day can be, at least to som extent, compensated
for by changing the flow accordingly. At the solar plant the flow is changed by manipulation of the speed of the
pump that circulates the water through the collectors and tanks. The relation between the pump speed (given in %
of full speed) and the flow through the system is assumed to be linear. Hence, the pump speed is the actual control
signal of the system, but the model uses the scaled flow as input.

The optimization algorithm, see [2], uses gradient search to find the optimum of a criterion function chosen by the
user. To handle the varying time delays a resampling, depending on the flow is performed inside the controller. By
the use of this varying sampling period the time delay becomes constant in number of samples, and it is thereafter
straight forward to compensate for the delay.

In the simulator the model is on state space formx(t + Ts) = x(t) + Ts'T (x; u; v1; v2)� (1)y(t) = x(t) (2)

where' is a regressor vector containing nonlinear elements that depend on the flowu, the solar radiationv1, the
inlet temperaturev2 and the state, which according to (2) corresponds to the outlet temperaturey.
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Inside the optimal controller the system has been reformulated to enable penalization of the derivative of the
input. It is straight forward to fit the original model into the notation of [2] by the use of an extended state space
representation x̄ = (x u)T (3)x̄(t + Ts) = x̄(t) + Ts� 'T (x̄; v1; v2)�u̇ �

(4)y(t) = x1(t): (5)

Note that by extending the state space model in this way, bothx andu are included in the state vector, and the
derivative of the flow,u̇, can be treated as an input.

The work of identifying the black-box model of the solar collectors and tanks for which this software was
designed to control, has been described in [3]. The model structure and identification algorithm used to generate
the model which both the simulator and the controller uses are described in detail in [4]–[10].

II. SOFTWARE PACKAGE OVERVIEW

The software package is command driven, i.e. no GUI is available. The package consists of a number of MATLAB
scripts and functions. In this section the content of each function/script and their relations are described.

As shown in Fig. 1 there are four main groups of m-files

1) Setup simulator and controller variablesThis group consists of one file only,SetupSim.m, which generates
and initializes all the variables required to run the simulator and the controller.

2) Simulator This group also consists of one file,Simulator.m. The file simulates a system and calls the
controller.

3) Flow sampling and controllerThe third group contains three files;flowSample.m, which resamples the data
depending on the flow,optimalController.m that contains the optimization algorithm, andcontrollerShell.m.
The last file calls the other two, and is the only function called from the simulator.

4) System description and optimization criterion.The last group contains the filesupdateS.m, dLdu.m, dLdx.m,
f.m, df.m, andcalculatePhi.m. These files describe the system properties and the optimization problem to be
solved, and are chosen by the user. Each file is called by either optimalController.m or controllerShell.m
(see Fig. 1).

A. SetupSim.m

The setup file consists of a number of constants, buffers, andinitial values for variables used in the files
Simulator.mandcontrollerShell.m. The most important user chosen parameters are:� Model parameters.This is where the model parameters and signal scaling factors are set.� System parameters.Allows for a different choice of parameters for the simulated system compared to the

model used in the controller.� Problem size.Number of inputs and data points.� Sampling periods.For simulation and control signal calculation. For details, see the description ofSimulator.m
below� Sampling and time constants.The sampling constants can be adjusted to change the number of samples used
at a certain flow. By default nominalSamplingPeriod=5, and nominalFlow=3000. This means that if the flow is
3000 the sampling period inside the controller will be 5. Thesampling period for other flows are normalized
using these values.
The time constants are essentially the delays (in samples) of each input and disturbance, and the length of the
control horizon. These values need to be matched so that at a certain flow (e.g. the nominal flow) the delay
for each signal is equal to the corresponding delay times theflow dependent sampling period (for that flow).� Constants for pump flow.These parameters are for converting the flow to the pump speedas fed to the system,
and the lower limit for this speed (given in percent of full speed).� Variables for initialization of the system.These are the initial values for the signals in the simulator. By default
they are given on the form measured signal times scaling factor. This way the same initialization can be used
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Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the MATLAB functions.

regardless of model and the corresponding scaling. For exampley andv2 are temperatures, so ’y0’ and ’v2 0’
are the initial temperatures (inoC) times their respective scaling factors.� Variables for initialization of the controller.Similar to the above described initialization, but here it is the values
used insidecontrollerShell.m. The values will be gradually replaced by sampled data from the simulator as
the simulation starts.� Reference signal.The reference signal is a vector containing the desired outlet temperature corresponding to
each data point.� Disturbances.Can be loaded from a mat file or set constant, depending on whatthe user wants to study.� Controller constants.These are tuning variables of the optimization [2] to be chosen by the user. The parameter
’k’ affects the step size in the optimization algorithm, ’tol’ decides how small the Hamiltonian needs to be
before the optimization is considered complete, ’mxit’ is the maximum number of iterations the algorithm can
do without being interupted (as a precaution, in case the algorithm does not converge) and ’rho’ is the weight
of the criterion function.

B. Simulator.m

This file simulates a system corresponding to the solar collector and heat storage tanks as described in the
introduction. To deal with the flow dependent time delays thevalues ofu, v1, andv2 used for simulation are taken
from the vectors ’usave’, ’v1 save’, and ’v2save’ respectively, depending on the flow.

In the present version of the software the system dynamics need to be set in the beginning of the simulator.
By default the system and the model used in the controller arethe same. The simulator uses a smaller step size
(’TsSmall’) to update the system equations and samples morerarely (’Ts’) for calculation of the next control
sequence by callingcontrollerShell.m. After calculating the new control signal, the most recent values of the inputu, the disturbancesv1 andv2, the outputy, and the sampling time are saved. In addition the estimated state inside
the controller (corresponding to ’x0’) is saved in ’yHatsave’ (note that the output equation gives thaty = x1).

C. controllerShell.m

This function is called by the simulator (or possibly the solar plant control computer), and handles flow sampling
of the data (calling theflowSample.mfunction), calculating the optimal control sequence (by calling optimalCon-
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troller.m ), resampling to the regular sampling period, converts the flow to pump speed (that is the true control
signal), and make sure the pump speed is within the allowed limits. Finally the initial state estimate ’x0’ is updated
usingupdateS.m.

D. optimalController.m

This function contains the implementation of the gradient search optimization algorithm as described in [2].
From this file other functions (dLdu.m, dLdx.m, f.m, df.m, andcalculatePhi.m) that describe model and criterion
functions are called. To enable penalization of the derivative of the input, the state space description of the model
has been extended to containing the system input. The nomenclature parallels that of chapter 2 of [2], which should
make it relatively straight forward to understand what eachcommand in the algorithm does.

There is a possibility of adding a hard limit (’limit’) to restrict the size of the derivative of u, if neccessary. This
option was utilized mainly during the development phase of the software generation. By default, however, the limit
is set to106, which means it usually is not active.

E. flowSample.m

This script resamples the data proportionally to the inverse of the input to obtain a time delay that is constant in
the number of samples. The buffers ’uS’, ’v1S’, and ’v2S’ contain the flow sampled input and disturbance signals
respectively. Further ’tS’ is the next sampling instant forwhich the control signal is to be calculated, ’dS’ is the
sampling period, and ’nextS’ contains all instants for which the control signal should be calculated. The script is
called fromcontrollerShell.m

F. updateS.m

Updates the model state equation by integration, given the previous values of the state, the input, the disturbances
and the stepsize. The equation is typically on the form (1)-(2), but could be altered by the user. Note that this
function is not based on the extended state space representation of the model, but of the original one. The function
is called fromcontrollerShell.m.

G. dLdu.m

Derivative of the criterion function with respect to the input. As the optimal controller uses the extended state
representation (4)-(5) it is with respect to the derivativeof the input thatL(x; u̇; �) is differentiated in this function.
This function can easily be altered by the user if a differentcriterion function is desired. The function is called
from optimalController.m .

H. dLdx.m

Derivative of the criterion function with respect to the state vector. The optimal controller in this software utilizes
the extended state representation (4)-(5), so the derivative of L(x; u̇; yRef ; �) is with respect to both the system
state and input. The function is called fromoptimalController.m .

I. f.m

Updates the extended state equation by integration (4). Again, the state vector has been extended to containing the
input, whereas the derivative of the input is used as a new input signal. This enables penalization of the derivative
of the input. The structure of the equation is similar to thatof updateS.m, but altered for the extended state
representation. The function is called fromoptimalController.m .

J. df.m

Derivative off (cf. f.m above) with respect to extended states andu̇. The function is called fromoptimalCon-
troller.m .
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K. calculatePhi.m

In this function�(xN ) is the terminal constraint of the optimization algorithm. In the software package it is set
to a similar quadratic function as for the rest of the criterion. This m-file calculates both� and its derivative with
respect to the extended state vector. It is here utilized that according to the output equationy(t) = x1(t), so that
the reference signalyRef can be compared tox1 instead ofy. The function is called fromoptimalController.m .

III. E XAMPLES

To run a simulation of the solar plant the following commandsneed to be executed in the MATLAB command
prompt>> SetupSim>> Simulator

As described earlier the setup file generates parameters required by the other functions, whereas the simulator calls
the controller shell to obtain a new control signal. To studythe results the regular plot commands in MATLAB are
used. For example>> figure>> plot(t_save,y_save/scalingY)>> hold on>> plot(t_save,yRef,’- -’)

generates a plot of the simulated outlet temperature from the system and the corresponding reference temperature.
Further, the saving of the signals in the simulator is done intheir scaled versions, and therefore need to be rescaled
at plotting (note thatyRef, which is not generated inside the simulator, does not need to be scaled at plotting).
Similarly>> figure>> plot(t_save,u_save/scalingU)>> figure>> plot(t_save,v1_save/scalingV(1))>> figure>> plot(t_save,v2_save/scalingV(2))

generates plots of the flow, the solar radiation and the inlettemperature respectively. The results of a run with
the default values ofSetupSim.mcan be seen in Fig. 2.

IV. SUMMARY

This report describes revision 2 of a software package for optimal control of a nonlinear system with flow variant
time delay. Future work in this field includes a generalization of the software to being applicable to other systems
with similar flow dependent transport delays.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results: (a) Outlet (blue) and reference(black) temperatures, (b) flow through the collectors, (c) solar radiation, and (d)
inlet temperature.
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